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impossible for agriculture or indeed any other pursuit to be carried on,
Abu'l-Ghazi was constrained to appeal to Nadir for aid* The Shah
ordered his nephew *Ali Quli Khan to go from Mashhad, where he then
was, to Abu'I-Ghazi's assistance*1 As it was not until the following year
(1745) that *Ali Quli Khan was able to restore order in Khwarizm, par-
ticulars of his operations there will be given subsequently*3
Far more serious than the revolt in Daghistan and Shirvan and the
upheaval in Khwarizm was the rebellion of Taqi Khan Shirazi. The
Beglarbegi is said to have become puffed up with pride after his capture
of Muscat3 ; he knew that the Shah was displeased with him and suspected
him, and when the order came for his recall from 'Oman, he decided to
revolt. He believed that, with the influence which he imagined that he
possessed in Pars and the Gulf coast, together with the support of the
fleet, he would be strong enough to resist his formidable master.
It has already been stated how Taqi Khan, on reaching Gombroon
from Muscat early in December, 1743* murdered Kalb *Ali Khan after
the latter had refused to take part in the rebellion.4 He then endeavoured
to win over Rustam Khan, the commander of the portion of the fleet
then lying off Gombroon (which had just been augmented by the arrival
of eight new ships from Surat), but the commander declined to throw
in his lot with him and sailed away,5
On the 16th January, 1744, Taqi Khan, having openly rebelled, set
out from his camp near Gombroon for Shiraz, at the head of 2,500 men.*
On the news of the revolt becoming known in Pars, the tribespeople rose>
killed Nadir's mukassils wherever they could lay hands upon them, and
flocked to join Taqi Khan.
When Nadir received word of this rebellion, he urgently recalled
Muhammad I^usain Khan Qiriqlu, the commander of the Persian forces
in 'Oman. Having collected such troops as he could, Muhammad
IJusain Khan hastened after Taqi Khan, and at Fasa managed to overtake
him ; however, instead of attacking the rebels, the Sardar fell back to
Kazarun, presumably because he found that he was out-numbered by
them*7 The way being clear, Taqi Khan marched on to Shiraz where
he set himself up as an independent ruler.
In the meantime, troops whom Nadir had hurriedly dispatched to the
south had reached Mufeammad tlusain Khan, while others soon joined
*N.N.> p. 91.
1 See p. 245 below.
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